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sites. The autonomous, four-legged robot has helped display the efficiency, quality, and
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An ABEmax-based screen identifies regulatory noncoding nucleotides in four loci that control erythroid fetal
hemoglobin (HbF) expression. Targeting a repressor element raises HbF levels in cells from

case study: automation and digitalisation at scale
In a study conducted by OnePoll on behalf of Zesty Paws, results found that over two-thirds of pet owners trust
their animals more than they trust their family, friends, and even themselves

single-nucleotide-level mapping of dna regulatory elements that control fetal hemoglobin expression
Study highlights forests’ capacity to regenerate themselves and will guide reforestation projects to help tackle
climate crisis, researchers say

over 65 percent of pet owners would dump a partner their cat or dog didn't like, survey finds
In a new resource for the scientific community, published today in Nature Biotechnology, researchers in the lab of
Neville Sanjana, Ph.D., at the New York Genome Center (NYGC) and New York University

forests the size of france have regenerated over past 20 years
New study showing the capacity of forests to regenerate themselves will help guide smarter reforestation projects
in the fight against climate change. Nearly 59 million hectares of forests – an area

single-cell crispr technology deciphers role of chromatin accessibility in cancer
The hardest PlayStation One games ever challenge you in ways even the toughest retro titles couldn't prepare you
for.

forests the size of france have regrown in the last 20 years
Read more: Exclusive: Online education booms during pandemic as MyTutor’s userbase grows by 170 per cent
The more information you store and transfer, Bollard pointed out, the likelihood of human error

15 hardest playstation one games of all-time
This year, the Environmental Working Group analyzed over 1,800 products, and found that 75% did not provide
adequate sun protection or included ingredients linked to harm.

exclusive: human error and lack of robots threaten booming e-com space
After releasing three insightful editions, we are delighted to bring to you the fourth edition of the Alight Solutions‘
State of HR Transformation Study in partnership with People Matters. Recommended

a guide to choosing the safest sunscreen for your family
New case study shows NeurOptics' pupillometry provides reliable pupil reactivity measurements that may impact
treatment decisions for stroke patients.

emerging stronger with adaptable hr: alight solutions’ state of hr transformation study 2021
A growing body of research suggests that people tend to make a range of judgments based on nothing but the
sound of a word or name. At its most basic, this is known as the bouba-kiki effect, or maluma

case study series published in journal of neuroscience nursing demonstrates neuroptics’ pupillometry
is key tool for neurological assessment
Seemingly once wrapped in a shroud, head nestled on a pillow, the remains of a child unearthed in Kenya may
illuminate the deep origins of burial as a ritual practice.

what the sound of your name says about you
Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) show emerging roles in colorectal cancer (CRC) development and are
considered to be involved in the potential mechanism of tumor malignancy. While Sox2 overlapping

child’s grave is the oldest human burial found in africa
Millions suffer from hay fever, and many will be aware the time of itchy eyes is upon us. The pollen season so far
has been a bad one thanks to dry weather.

a novel lncrna sox2ot promotes the malignancy of human colorectal cancer by interacting with
mir-194-5p/sox5 axis
CoV-2, the virus causing the current pandemic, on the human body has provided novel insights into the nature of
resilience and how we deal with stressful situations. Using COVID-19 as an example, the

the 2021 hay fever survival guide: the surprising ways to beat the pollen season
CoV-2, the virus causing the current pandemic, on the human body has provided novel insights into the nature of
resilience and how we deal with stressful situations. Using COVID-19 as an example, the

new perspective on stress pandemics and human resilience from the analysis of covid-19
Beneath any valuable study, you’ll find a web of research, institutions, humans — and, of course, money. Trust in
science hinges on the process.

new perspective on stress pandemics and human resilience from analysis of covid-19
CoV-2, the virus causing the current pandemic, on the human body has provided novel insights into the nature of
resilience and how we deal with stressful situations. Using COVID-19 as an example, the

how science is made: a glimpse of the people, institutions and money behind it
However, as the CHOP research team continued investigating Luke’s case, they realized Luke’s condition was
unlike any disease described before. Using whole exome sequencing to scan Luke’s DNA, CHOP

university of southampton: new perspective on stress pandemics and human resilience from the
analysis of covid-19
I count it as a blessing to have spent six years studying in two universities in India: Two years at the Aligarh
Muslim University (for my Master's in Islamic Studies), and then, later, four years at

scientists discover new disease that prevents formation of antibodies
ANYbotics has collaborated with global chemical manufacturer BASF to deploy ANYmal at one of the company’s
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Artificial living organisms can move material in swarms and record information. Last year, a team of biologists
and computer scientists from Tufts University and the University of Vermont (UVM)

she was born last month and is now going on show to the public. Born on April 17 at
zoo celebrates birth of endangered pygmy hippo calf
Over the past few years it has been incredibly positive to see the narrative surrounding mental health shift to one
that is more productive and supportive, with conversations around mental health

xenobots 2.0: scientists create the next generation of living robots
What are your main responsibilities in your current role? My main responsibilities are collaborating with team
members to support the project development, in multiple roles where needed. For instance,

mental health and the legal profession: the impact of covid-19
Have you or someone you know been struggling with increased mental health challenges since the pandemic
began? In its 2020 report, the American Psychological Association notes, “We are facing a

what has helped me a lot in my career were the competencies and skills that i acquired during the
study period at sheffield
Multiple Earth-observing instruments are mounted on the exterior of several of the station's modules, including a
limb full of cameras, boxes, and tools that hangs off the edge of the station's

midweek musings: finding a sense of well-being
Commerce minister says Beijing supports WTO consultation; reports say Russia has 16 cases of variant first
detected in India; India reports 362,727 new infections, 4,120 deaths

how scientists are using the international space station to study earth's climate
Women in Technology International (WITI), the leading organization for the advancement and inclusion of women
in technology, announced today that it has hired technology industry veteran Michelle

coronavirus live news: china offers some support for vaccine ip waiver; russia records first cases of
india variant
To bring awareness to National Foster Care Month in May, In Plain Sight Marketing as part of its 2021 Not So
Random Acts of Kindness Campaign shines its spotlight on CASA of Carson City. Executive

michelle bailey set to lead push for greater equity in tech as new ceo of witi
This examination of the Sackler family, purveyors of OxyContin, lays bear its responsibility for the US’s opioid
epidemic

national foster care month shines spotlight of gratitude on casa of carson city volunteers
The construction of the new, highly-anticipated visitor center and amphitheater at the popular Lake Tahoe Nevada
State Park, Spooner Lake, is set to begin on Monday, May 17. The park will remain open

empire of pain review by patrick radden keefe – the dynasty behind an opioid crisis
The leopard is the reigning rock star of the wildlife world. It's a species that is obscure and largely overshadowed
by the tiger, especially in India,
‘leopard diaries’ explores remarkable tale of ‘lonely, mysterious creature’ (ld)
A zoo has welcomed the arrival of an endangered pygmy hippo calf. The calf weighed just 11lb 14 oz (5.4kg) when
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